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ABSTRACT

Introduction: To evaluate the value of the
combination of computed tomography (CT)-
guided percutaneous lung biopsy and Xpert
MTB/RIF Ultra (Xpert-Ultra) in enhancing the
differential diagnosis of tuberculosis.

Methods: Patients with lesions in the lungs for
whom the differential diagnosis was difficult
were prospectively and consecutively enrolled.
Specimens collected by percutaneous lung
biopsy were subject to Xpert-Ultra and
histopathologic examination, respectively.
Results: Biopsy was successfully performed for
147 patients who were eligible for analysis,
including 65 TB, 55 lung cancer and 27 other
chronic infection cases. The sensitivity, speci-
ficity, positive predictive value and negative
predictive value of Xpert-Ultra for TB diagnosis
were 75.38% (49/65) and 95.12% (78/82),
92.45% (49/53) and 82.98% (78/94), respec-
tively. Among patients with strong evidence for
TB diagnosis (categorized as confirmed or
probable TB cases), the overall positive rate of
the Xpert-Ultra assay was 83.63% (46/55),
which was much higher than for any reported
sample type with negative smear test outcomes
to date. Five rifampicin (RIF)-resistant cases
were identified using the biopsy tissues. How-
ever, ‘‘trace’’ positive did not seem reliable for
TB diagnosis with lung biopsy specimens; a
25.61% (21/82) ‘‘trace’’-positive rate was
acquired in the non-TB group.
Conclusion: Percutaneous lung biopsy com-
bined with Xpert-Ultra produced high sensitiv-
ity for culture-negative pulmonary TB patient
diagnosis. ‘‘Trace’’ outcome might not be a
reliable positive category for lung biopsy
specimens.
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Trial registration: ClinicalTrials.gov identifier,
ChiCTR1900026412. Retrospectively registered
on Oct 8th, 2019).
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Key Summary Points

Percutaneous lung biopsy combined with
Xpert-Ultra produced high sensitivity for
culture-negative tuberculosis patient
diagnosis and rapid rifampicin-resistant
detection.

Xpert-Ultra with a ‘‘trace’’ positive
outcome did not seem reliable for the lung
biopsy specimens.

Percutaneous lung biopsy combined with
Xpert-Ultra facilitates tuberculosis
diagnosis and can be used for differential
diagnosis of lung disease.

INTRODUCTION

Tuberculosis (TB) is the second most prevalent
infectious disease in China with * 0.866 mil-
lion new cases reported in 2019 [1]. Lung cancer
is the most common cancer type and the lead-
ing cause of cancer-related deaths in China. In
2018, * 0.77 million new cases of lung cancer
and 0.69 million incurred deaths were reported
[2]. The increasing percentage of the aging
population will result in a continuous increase
in the prevalence of lung cancer.

The simultaneous high prevalence of TB and
lung cancer requires an effective differential
diagnosis between these two diseases, which is
currently an enormous challenge for respiratory
physicians. Although multiple new and
increasingly sensitive tests have been applied
for TB diagnosis, the acid fast bacilli (AFB)-pos-
itive rate among TB patients remains low.
According to the WHO’s 2019 Global TB Report,
only 37% of the TB patients in China presented

bacteriologic evidence despite considering all
the available outcomes of conventional tech-
niques and new molecular testing. In addition,
TB often appears similar to lung cancer on
x-rays and often mimics malignancy on posi-
tron emission tomography (PET)/computed
tomography (CT) as well. False positives are not
rare for TB lesions when a standard uptake value
(SUV)[ 2.5 is used as the cutoff for differenti-
ating lung malignancies from other benign
diseases using F-18 fluoro-D-glucose (FDG) PET/
CT [3]. Meanwhile, less invasive examination
for lung cancer, e.g., detection of tumor
biomarkers, is often not very sensitive and has
low specificity [4]. Therefore, pulmonary doc-
tors often encounter difficulty when making the
differential diagnosis for patients with abnor-
mal pulmonary images.

CT-guided percutaneous lung biopsy has
commonly been used because of its application
in the highly lethal nature of lung cancer [5].
Xpert MTB/RIF Ultra (Xpert-Ultra) is one of the
most sensitive methods for TB diagnosis right
now [6]. It can successfully detectMycobacterium
tuberculosis (MTB) with as low as 13 cfu/ml AFB
load. Studies have reported that Xpert-Ultra
could find more positive cases among culture-
negative cases [7]. In this study, we combined
CT-guided percutaneous lung biopsy with Xpert
MTB/RIF Ultra to evaluate its rapid and explicit
TB diagnosis value in differentiating lung
lesions.

METHODS

Ethics Approval

The study was approved by the Ethics Com-
mittee of the Beijing Chest Hospital, Capital
Medical University (YJS-2019008). The study
was conducted according to the Helsinki Dec-
laration of 1964, as revised in 2013, concerning
human and animal rights. Written informed
consent was obtained from all the participants.
The trial was retrospectively registered at www.
clinicaltrials.gov (ChiCTR1900026412).
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Study Design

The biopsy tissue was obtained by CT-guided
percutaneous core-needle lung biopsy. Patients
who had all types of lesions in the lung and
posed difficulties in the differential diagnosis
were prospectively and consecutively enrolled
from August 2019 to January 2020 in Beijing
Chest Hospital (Beijing, China). Specimens
collected from each patient during operations
were respectively subjected to Xpert-Ultra and
histopathologic examination. For patient who
could not be explicitly diagnosed with the
biopsy examination, their next medical inter-
ventions were followed up until a clear diag-
nosis was made.

Patient Enrollment

Inclusion Criteria:
(1) 15–90 years old;
(2) Mass lesion detected on the CT image of

the lung and lesion size C 5 mm without
signs of calcification;

(3) All conventional and molecular tests with
sputa (C 3 smear tests, C 2 cultures and
C 2 Xpert assays) for tuberculosis diagnosis
produced negative outcomes;

(4) All conventional and molecular tests with
broncheoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) and
biopsy tissue (C 1 smear test, C 1 culture
and C 1 Xpert assays) collected by bron-
choscopy produced negative outcomes.

(5) Trial of anti-inflammatory treatment for 2
weeks using broad-spectrum antibiotics,
such as cephalosporin or fluoroquinolone,
did not lead to obvious improvement.

(6) The patient understood the nature of the
study and gave informed consent.

Exclusion Criteria:
(1) Uncontrollable cough or other conditions

impeding biopsy.
(2) Bleeding tendency or coagulation

dysfunction.
(3) Severe cardiopulmonary insufficiency, e.g.,

severe pulmonary hypertension.
(4) Mental disorder.

(5) Post-pneumonectomy.

CT-Guided Percutaneous Lung Biopsy

Biopsy was performed by radiologic profession-
als at our Radiology Department. According to
the routine data, the success rate of acquiring
tissue from the target lesions by CT-guided
percutaneous lung biopsy was[95%, whereas
the chance of adverse events that required fur-
ther medical intervention was about 6–7%.
A GE 64 VCT scanner (General Electric, USA,
Japan subdivision) was used to guide the biopsy.
The patient was positioned with the affected
side up in the lateral decubitus position. Under
moderate sedation, using fentanyl and mida-
zolam, the patient was locally anesthetized with
2% lidocaine followed by making a small inci-
sion at the planned site of entry. A 17G core
needle (Argon, USA) was used for biopsy. One
pass was made, and three biopsy tissue speci-
mens were collected, two for histologic exami-
nation and one for Xpert-Ultra assay.

Pathologic Examination

The tissue specimens were fixed in neutral for-
malin, dehydrated and subsequently paraffin-
embedded. The 4-lm sections were stained with
hematoxylin and eosin solution and observed
by light microscopy for patho-morphologic
changes. The AFB test and/or TB-DNA PCR test
was performed with tissue as required by the
pathologists. Briefly, 4.0-lm sections were
dewaxed by dimethyl benzene and then
sequentially washed with 95%, 90%, 85% and
70% ethanol and finally by de-ionized water.
After drying completely, the slides were stained
by the standard Zeihl–Neelsen method, and AFB
was detected under an oil immersion lens
(9 1000). TB-DNA PCR was performed with the
MTB DNA detection kit (Daan Gene Ltd., Bei-
jing, China).

Patient Categories

Patient categories were defined according to the
following diagnostic criteria: (1) confirmed TB:
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granulomatous inflammation, with or without
caseous necrosis, was observed by pathologic
examination; AFB was observed in the biopsy
tissue and/or TB-DNA was detected by PCR; (2)
probable TB: typical chronic granulomatous
inflammation with caseous necrosis was
observed, and the AFB smear test and PCR-TB
test were both negative if performed; (3) possi-
ble TB: non-typical chronic granulomatous
inflammation or caseous necrosis were
observed, and the AFB smear test and PCR-TB
test were both negative if performed, with no
available evidence supporting other diseases; (4)
non-TB: cancer or other diseases, diagnosed by
histopathologic examination using the biopsy
sample or other tests.

Xpert-Ultra Assay

The tissue sample was collected in a sterilized
Eppendorf tube and used for the test within a
few hours. The specimen was frozen if it could
not be tested in time. The biopsy tissue was
homogenized using a MP FastPrep-24 homoge-
nizer (MP Co., USA), the homogenate was then
mixed with 2 ml sample reagent, and the Xpert-
Ultra assay was performed according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. Seven ‘‘normal’’
tissue specimens, inspected visually, were col-
lected from lung resection specimens of lung
cancer patients. Xpert-Ultra was used for these
specimens to evaluate the ‘‘trace’’ outcome.

Data Management

SPSS version 19.0 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA) was
used to compare baseline clinical characteris-
tics, and the demographic data were analyzed
via the Mann-Whitney U test for continuous
variables and chi-squared test for categorical
variables. The sensitivity, specificity, positive
predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive
value (NPV) according to Xpert-Ultra were cal-
culated against the reference standard.

RESULTS

Patient Enrollment

In total, 169 patients were enrolled (Fig. 1).
Twelve quit before the operation because of
concerns about operation-associated risks. Per-
cutaneous biopsy was successfully performed
for 157 patients. Thirty-five (22.29%) patients
experienced adverse events, and eight (5.10%)
of them required specific medical interventions.
Pneumothorax occurred in 22 patients, but only
5 of them needed thoracic close drainage
because the volume of the same lateral lung
condensed [ 20%. The remaining 17 patients
recovered without any specific medical inter-
vention. Bleeding occurred in nine patients.
However, only three of them with hemoptysis
received hemostatic treatment. Furthermore,
two patients suffered a small volume of bleed-
ing in the thorax. Since no symptom was
caused, no specific action was taken for them.
The blood was then absorbed gradually under
cautious medical supervision. Two patients also
had percutaneous emphysema, which did not
require any treatment. After excluding five
patients with undetermined Ultra outcomes
(error) and 5 defaulted patients, 147 patients
were recruited for the final analysis. The median
age of the enrolled patients was 50.79 ± 17.26
(range 14–81) years, 67.35% (99/147) were
male, and 15.65% (23/147) had a prior history
of tuberculosis. All patients were HIV-negative.
The TB patients were generally younger and had
fewer underlying diseases than the non-TB
patients. Basic characteristics of the enrolled
patients are shown in Table 1.

Pathologic Examination Outcomes

Tissues of the target lung lesions were success-
fully obtained from the enrolled patients.
Among them, AFB was detected in 23 specimens
whereas 41 were TB-DNA positive. Three AFB-
positive specimens produced negative TB-DNA
outcomes, while two were identified as M.
intracellulare by the molecular method. These
two M. intracellulare infection cases were cate-
gorized into the non-TB group for further
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analysis. According to the outcomes of the
pathologic examination, AFB smear test and TB-
DNA testing, 42 patients were defined as having
confirmed PTB, 13 as having probable TB and 10
as having possible TB. Among the 82 non-TB
cases, 55 were diagnosed as having lung cancer
according to the outcomes of cytologic exami-
nation, whereas 27 were identified as having
chronic infectious diseases. Furthermore, four
cases were diagnosed as having lung cancer with
TB comorbidity. Since these patients did not

present bacteriologic evidence but typical TB
pathologic granulomatous, they were catego-
rized into the probable TB group for further
analysis.

Xpert-Ultra Outcomes

The Xpert-Ultra outcomes of the enrolled
patients are provided in Table 2. One of the
seven ‘‘normal’’ lung tissues collected from the

Fig. 1 Flow chart indicating the process of patient enrollment
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Table 1 Demographic and clinical characteristics of the study participants

Characteristics TB (n = 65) Non-TB (n = 82) p value

Gender (male/female) 48/17 51/31 0.135

Age, median (range), years 43.88 ± 18.44 (17–81) 56.27 ± 14.13(14–80) \ 0.001

Distance from pleura (mm) 15.52 ± 12.63 20.69 ± 13.37 0.019

Nodule diameter (mm) 30.05 ± 16.08 45.67 ± 26.81 \ 0.001

Initial symptoms

Fever, n (%) 12 (18.46) 9 (13.84) 0.198

Cough, n (%) 29 (44.61) 44 (67.69) 0.276

Pectoralgia, n (%) 13 (20.00) 11 (16.92) 0.283

Expectoration, n (%) 20 (30.76) 29 (44.61) 0.557

Hemoptysis, n (%) 3 (4.61) 5 (7.69) 0.978

History of tuberculosis 14 (21.53) 9 (13.84) 0.080

Underlying diseases

Diabetes mellitus, n (%) 11 (16.92) 12 (18.46) 0.704

Hypertension, n (%) 6 (9.23) 28 (43.07) \ 0.001

Kidney disease, n (%) 3 (4.61) 14 (21.53) 0.019

Hypoproteinemia, n (%) 3 (4.61) 15 (23.07) 0.012

Hydrothorax, n (%) 2 (3.07) 7 (10.76) 0.305

Table 2 Xpert-Ultra outcomes of the 147 enrolled cases

Xpert-Ultra
outcome

Tuberculosis (65) Non-TB (82)

Confirmed TB
(42)

Probable TB
(13)b

Possible TB
(10)

Lung cancer
(55)

Non-TB infection
(27)a

Negative 1 1 3 39 18

Trace 5 2 4 15 6

Very low 8 5 1 1 2

Low 19 5 2 0 1

Medium 6 0 0 0 0

High 3 0 0 0 0

a Two cases with M. intracellulare infection were categorized into the non-TB infection group
b Four cases diagnosed with lung cancer with TB comorbidity were categorized into the ‘‘probable TB’’ group for analysis
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lung resection specimens of lung cancer
patients produced ‘‘trace’’ outcomes, while the
other six were all negative.

Two independent criteria were applied to
evaluate the performance of Xpert-Ultra
(Table3): (1) considering ‘‘trace’’ as negative
outcome: the sensitivity, specificity, PPV and
NPV of Xpert-Ultra for TB diagnosis were
75.38% (49/65), 95.12% (78/82), 92.45% (49/
53) and 82.98% (78/94), respectively; (2) con-
sidering ‘‘trace’’ as positive outcome: the sensi-
tivity, specificity, PPV and NPV of Xpert-Ultra
for TB diagnosis were 92.31% (60/65), 69.51%
(57/82), 70.59% (60/85) and 91.94% (57/62),
respectively.

RIF Resistance Detection

In total, six specimens yielded RIF-resistance
outcomes, including one with ‘‘high’’ level
positive, four with ‘‘low’’ level positive and one
with ‘‘very low’’ positive outcomes. RIF-resistant
outcomes with ‘‘very low’’ positive levels are
known to be unreliable [8]; therefore, this cat-
egory was not adopted as resistance in this
study.

DISCUSSION

The diagnosis of paucibacillary TB is challeng-
ing, even using the Xpert assay, which is one of
the most sensitive methods for TB diagnosis [9].
Non-invasive imagologic examinations, such as
radiologic examination or ultrasound, are
mainstays for bacteriologic-negative TB diag-
nosis, whereas their specificities are often sub-
optimal [10, 11]. Xpert-Ultra was developed to

improve the sensitivity for detection of pau-
cibacillary TB and has been successfully used for
different types of clinical specimens [12, 13].
Percutaneous biopsy has been used for diagnosis
of lung cancer, and its value has been validated
in multiple other studies and in this study as
well [14]. In our study, 59 patients were diag-
nosed with lung cancer according to the cyto-
logic examinations with the biopsy tissues.
However, the combination of percutaneous
lung biopsy and Xpert MTB/RIF Ultra for rapid
TB diagnosis had not been evaluated before.

In contrast with the first-generation Xpert,
an additional semi-quantitative category of
‘‘trace’’ was introduced for Ultra, which indi-
cated successful amplification of the IS6110/
IS1081 sequence, but not the rpoB gene, for
identification of paucibacillary samples [6]. The
rationale behind this design was that there are
multiple copies of the IS6110/IS1081 sequence
but only a single copy of the rpoB gene in the
MTB genomes. Although this design improved
the sensitivity of the Xpert assay, a significant
number of false-positive outcomes were identi-
fied using modeling studies and on-site evalua-
tions considering the ‘‘trace’’ outcomes,
especially in high-TB-prevalence settings
[15, 16]. Dorman et al. recommended a condi-
tional trace approach (a trace-positive result was
reclassified as tuberculosis-negative for patients
with a history of tuberculosis) or a trace-repeat
approach (a trace-positive result was classified as
tuberculosis-negative when a repeat Ultra test
produced a negative outcome, or as tuberculo-
sis-positive when positive), and both approa-
ches improved Ultra’s specificity and retained
most of its sensitivity in smear-negative sputa
[17]. We obtained a 16.92% (11/65) and 25.61%
(21/82) ‘‘trace’’-positive rate in TB and non-TB

Table 3 Performance of Xpert-Ultra when considering ‘‘trace’’ outcome differently

Criteria Xpert-Ultra outcome TB (65) Non-TB (82)

Trace as negative Positive 49 4

Negative 16 78

Trace as positive Positive 60 25

Negative 5 57

Infect Dis Ther (2020) 9:797–806 803



groups, respectively. The surprisingly high per-
centage of trace outcomes in the non-TB group
cannot be simply explained by the high burden
of TB in the country, TB history or concealed
TB. Although three out of nine non-TB patients
with prior TB histories produced ‘‘trace’’ out-
comes, many other non-TB patients with
‘‘trace’’ outcomes did not have a known TB
history (data not shown). The underlying rea-
son requires more investigation. We tested
seven ‘‘normal’’ lung tissue specimens collected
from lung cancer patients by visual inspection,
and one of them, despite no prior TB history,
produced a ‘‘trace’’ outcome. Therefore, we
presume that ‘‘trace’’ outcome might not be a
reliable positive category for a lung biopsy
specimen in a high-TB-prevalence setting. WHO
deemed thata trace-positive result is more reli-
able for extrapulmonary TB than for pulmonary
TB patients and recommended a repeat test to
avoid misleading outcomes [18]. Due to the
extremely small volume of biopsy tissue in this
study, we could not repeat the testing in this
assay.

According to this study, the percutaneous
biopsy tissue worked very well for TB detection
using Xpert-Ultra. Since Xpert-Ultra can be
done within a few hours, it enables a rapid dif-
ferential diagnosis. Despite very low volumes of
biopsy tissue, high positive rates were acquired,
i.e., 85.71% (36/42), 76.92% (10/13) and
30.00% (3/10) in patient groups with confirmed
TB, probable TB and possible TB, respectively.
Among patients with strong evidence for TB
diagnosis (confirmed TB and probable TB
groups), the overall positive rate was 83.64%
(46/55), which is much higher than any repor-
ted sample types with negative smear tests to
date. Four non-TB patients also produced posi-
tive outcomes, including one ‘‘low’’ and three
‘‘very low’’ positives. Only one patient had a
distinct TB contact history, whereas no TB had
been diagnosed for him before this data
analysis.

Theoretically, the good performance of our
study was highly dependent on the skill of our
professionals for obtaining biopsy samples. The
successful collection of tissue from the target
lesion in the lung was also the key for Xpert-
Ultra evaluation [14]. Our study at least proved

that even with a minute amount of lung lesion,
Xpert-Ultra works well. However, we must trade
off between the gain and disadvantage of biopsy
sampling. Percutaneous lung biopsy is an inva-
sive examination and often accompanies local
pain and percutaneous emphysema, and some-
times it can cause local inflammation as well
[19]. The expenditure and inaccessibility of
biopsy under CT scan guidance limit its usage
for patients who need it desperately. In our
hospital, percutaneous lung biopsy is performed
only when making a differential diagnosis for a
patient with a lung lesion is urgently required,
frequently when malignant disease is a major
assumptive diagnosis. In this study, for each
enrolled patient who had alung lesion, all the
sputa, BALF and tissue collected by bron-
choscopy produced negative outcomes for TB
detection.

The additional benefit of Xpert-Ultra when
identifying RIF resistance in the biopsy tissue is
an impressive feature of this study [18]. Xpert
assay is widely acknowledged for its capacity to
identify RIF resistance within about 2 h. Five
RIF-resistant cases were identified among 36
patients with ‘‘low’’ to ‘‘high’’ levels of positive
readouts. This fact reinforces the advantage of
Xpert-Ultra in the rapid detection of RIF resis-
tance in biopsy specimens. The high RIF-resis-
tant rate (13.89%, 5/36) among the patients
with reliable resistance outcomes reflects the
challenges of TB control in China. Above all,
four out of these five RIF-resistant patients had
no TB history. The transmission of drug-resis-
tant TB, especially multiple-drug-resistant
(MDR) TB, needs more attention. Nevertheless,
the ‘‘trace’’ outcome of Xpert-Ultra indicates
that the rpoB gene is not detectable; therefore,
no resistance outcome can be acquired. Fur-
thermore, the ‘‘very low’’ positive category is
not reliable for determining its RIF-resistance
outcome [8]. Due to the small amount of biopsy
tissue, we obtained many ‘‘very low’’ positives
(14 out of 49 positive specimens from TB
patients, 17 out of all 53 positive outcomes in
this study). Overall, about two thirds of the
Xpert-Ultra-positive patients can benefit from
the rapid RIF-resistance detection capacity of
the assay.
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Notably, four enrolled patients were finally
diagnosed with lung cancer with TB comorbid-
ity. This fact highlights that although Xpert-
Ultra can successfully detect TB, pathologic
examination is still necessary for the diagnosis
of other diseases. Xpert-Ultra positive results
cannot be used to rule out lung cancer.

There are some limitations to this study.
First, it was a single-center study; therefore, the
findings and conclusions of the study need
further validation in other centers. Second, an
indeterminate outcome of the Xpert-Ultra
assay, although it rarely happens, hurts the
value of this invasive sampling method. Third,
there is an argument about whether the refer-
ence standard test with biopsy tissue can also
yield good sensitivity for TB diagnosis. This
might be right to some extent. However, the
low sensitivity of AFB detection with tissue and
non-specific characteristics of non-typical
granuloma image is always a concern for
histopathologic examination. Nowadays,
molecular tests are being increasingly applied
for tissue exanimation to compensate for the
histopathologic examination. For culture-nega-
tive patients, especially when malignant disease
cannot be excluded according to the available
data of intensive investigations, percutaneous
lung biopsy combined with Xpert-Ultra assay
could be a feasible choice.

CONCLUSION

Percutaneous lung biopsy combined with
Xpert-Ultra produced high sensitivity for cul-
ture-negative pulmonary TB patient diagnosis
in this study, supporting its usage for the dif-
ferential diagnosis of lung disease and rapid
MDR detection. ‘‘Trace’’ outcome using the lung
biopsy specimen might not be a reliable positive
category for TB diagnosis in a high-burden
country.
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